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charles murray higson, english author, actor, and comedian, was born 3rd july 1958. he attended sevenoaks school,
and later went on to the university of east anglia, where he formed a band called the higsons (alongside david
cummings and terry edwards), of which he was lead singer for 6 years. after a brief stint as a decorator, charlie went
into partnership with paul whitehouse and also began to write for harry enfield. for the first time since the enemy
came out in 1999 charlie higson is going to write an adult thriller. in the epic fight of our time, the only thing that
matters is who has the might. the balance of power has never been so clearly defined. only one side can be sure of
ultimate victory. when the russian president is assassinated, the world's superpowers begin to fight for supremacy.
one of them must die, to keep the balance. but this is the fight that will determine whether there is peace or nuclear
war. there is only one man to call on for help, the one man who holds the key to winning this crucial war: james bond.
2. charlie is the lead singer of the band the higsons. the band made it big in the 90's and also appeared in 'the fast
show'. the higsons songs include 'i'm the higgs, baby' and 'i love judy'. charlie was also in the comedy series 'the fast
show'. you can read about the band and their history on charlie's own website here. charlie higson is one of the most
underrated british authors working in the crime genre. his latest young bond novel, blood fever, is one of the best
young adult thrillers ive read this year, and easily stands among the best of the episodic series. charlie higson has a
long and distinguished career in writing and acting, and his novels are always entertaining, but theyre also thought-
provoking and explore issues on the societal level. higson is best known for his adult mysteries. his books never fail to
entertain and are often praised for their ability to provoke thought on ethical issues.
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